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Glasses in hard spheres with short-range attraction

K. N. Pham, S. U. Egelhaaf, P. N. Pusey, and W. C. K. Poon
School of Physics, The University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom

~Received 13 August 2003; published 28 January 2004!

We report a detailed experimental study of the structure and dynamics of glassy states in hard spheres with
short-range attraction. The system is a suspension of nearly hard-sphere colloidal particles and nonadsorbing
linear polymer which induces a depletion attraction between the particles. Observation of crystallization re-
veals a reentrant glass transition. Static light scattering shows a continuous change in the static structure factors
upon increasing attraction. Dynamic light scattering results, which cover 11 orders of magnitude in time, are
consistent with the existence of two distinct kinds of glasses, those dominated by interparticle repulsion and
caging, and those dominated by attraction. Samples close to the ‘‘A3 point’’ predicted by mode coupling theory
for such systems show very slow, logarithmic dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Glassy states are found in many systems@1#. However,
understanding the glass transition is still a major challe
for statistical and condensed-matter physics. Simple
well-characterized models hold an important place in t
field. The glass transition in the simplest model colloid
suspension of hard spheres, has been studied in deta
more than a decade@2–6#. The phase behavior of a system
N hard spheres of radiusR in volumeV is determined by a
single variable, the density or volume fractionf
5(4/3)pR3N/V. Increasingf drives the system from a
stable fluid to a fluid-crystal coexistence, and then a fu
crystallized phase@2#, which should be the thermodynam
cally favorable phase up tof5p/3A2'0.74. However, at
f>fg'0.58, hard spheres fail to crystallize@2–4#. This is
usually interpreted as a glass transition due to the cagin
particles by each other. The most successful theoretical
count given of this transition to date is from mode coupli
theory~MCT! @4,5#. Within this framework, the coupling be
tween different density fluctuation modes drives the sys
into a dynamically arrested state@6#.

More recently, the focus of attention has moved on to h
spheres with a short-range attraction. Besides being a g
model for understanding the fundamentals of the glass t
sition, such ‘sticky hard spheres’ are also ubiquitous in
plications. Attraction in hard spheres can be realized exp
mentally by adding nonadsorbing polymers to colloids. T
center of mass of a polymer coil of radius of gyrationr g is
excluded from a zone of width;r g from the surface of each
colloid. When two colloids come close enough to each ot
so that their polymer-excluded regions overlap, the imb
ance in polymer osmotic pressure pushes them together.
effective ‘‘depletion’’ attraction is well described@7# by the
Asakura-Oosawa form@8#. Its dimensionless range can b
estimated by the ratioj5r g /R, while its strength is gov-
erned by the concentration of polymer coils in the free v
ume available to them,cp

free. The free volume depends on th
exact structure of the suspension, and is not an easily
tained experimental parameter. However, the concentra
of polymer in the whole system,cp , can be used as an alte
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native variable to describe the composition of the system@9#.
The presence of a short-range attraction in hard sph

widens the equilibrium fluid-crystal coexistence region in t
phase diagram@9,10#, and introduces~nonequilibrium! gels
at low volume fractions@11,12# and a reentrant glass trans
tion at high volume fractions@13–23#. In this paper we re-
port a comprehensive study of structure and dynamics in
vicinity of this reentrant glass transition in a model colloi
polymer mixture: sterically stabilized polymethylmethacr
late particles with added linear polystyrene@24#.

We used light scattering to study the structure of collo
by measuring the static structure factor~SSF!, S(q), which is
effectively the Fourier transform of the pair correlation fun
tion. Dynamic light scattering was used to obtain the norm
ized collective dynamic structure factor~DSF!, f (q,t),
which measures the time correlation of particle density fl
tuations at wave vectorq after delay timet. Our results
agree in broad outline with previous experimental stud
and the trends predicted by MCT, while the detailed nat
of our study and the very wide time window of our measur
DSFs ~11 orders of magnitude! together shed new light on
the nature of the re-entrant glass transition in sticky h
spheres. Preliminary reports of some of these data have
given before@18,25#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The colloidal particles used in this study were polyme
ylmethacrylate ~PMMA! spheres sterically stabilized b
chemically grafted poly-~12-hydroxystearic acid! ~PHSA!
dispersed incis-decalin@26#. The solvated PHSA,'10-nm
thick, produces a nearly hard-sphere interaction between
colloidal particles@27#. The particle radius,R5202nm, was
determined from the lattice spacing of the crystal phase
fluid-crystal coexistence, taking the crystal to be atf
50.545. Particle size polydispersity was 0.069, measu
from the apparent angle dependence of the diffusion coe
cient in a dilute suspension@28#.

The colloidal volume fraction was calibrated by meas
ing the amount of crystal phase in the coexistence region
taking the fluid and crystal volume fraction to be at 0.4
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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and 0.545, respectively. Samples of the volume-fracti
calibrated stock were also weighed and dried in a vacu
oven to determine the particle’s effective density, which w
then used in subsequent calculations of the volume frac
of samples prepared from the stock. The stock volume fr
tion was also recalibrated from time to time by drying a
weighing.

To induce attraction between the colloids, we added n
adsorbing linear polystyrene. This well-characterized mo
colloid-polymer mixture has been studied extensively o
the last decade@24#. The polymer used was purchased fro
Polymer Laboratories and had a molecular weight ofMw

5370 000 daltons. Its radius of gyration incis-decalin at
20°C was calculated from the data in Ref.@29# to be r g

517.8 nm. Thus the dimensionless range of the deple
attraction isj;r g /R50.09.

Colloid-polymer mixture samples were prepared by m
ing stocks of colloids and polymers with known concent
tion and solvent by weight. Sample volumes were ab
1 cm3. Knowing the density of each species permits cal
lation of the final composition.

The main uncertainty in sample composition comes fr
a systematic uncertainty in the calibrated volume fraction
the colloid stock. This is because the volume fractions
coexisting fluid and crystal phases for slightly polydispe
hard spheres are slightly different from those in a monod
perse colloid, but the exact values are uncertain@30,31#.
However, all samples were prepared from the same stock
colloids and polymer solutions, or stocks calibrated aga
each other. Some samples were also derived from others
controlled way~see next paragraph!. Therefore despite som
systematic uncertainties in the estimation of absolute volu
fractions due to polydispersity, the uncertainties in sam
compositions relative to each other were mostly from r
dom errors in weighing. These uncertainties are below 1%
the worst case and are insignificant in this work.

Samples were tumbled for prolonged periods of time
ensure proper mixing of the components. After homogen
ing, a small amount of each sample was transferred to 3-m
inner diameter glass tubes and sealed for light scattering
periments at 20°C. The rest of the sample was then
undisturbed for visual observation of any phase transiti
until sedimentation appeared. Then some samples ma
diluted with solvent while others were left opened for solve
to evaporate before rehomogenizing. In this way, a seque
of samples, some very close in composition, could be p
pared.

B. Light scattering methods

The slight difference in the refractive indices of PMM
andcis-decalin~1.49 and 1.48, respectively! was enough to
render all of our samples turbid~transmission coefficients
'20–40%). We therefore used two-color light scattering
extract the singly scattered component. The detailed exp
mental arrangement and data analysis for this method h
been described elsewhere@32#. Here we just summarize rel
evant procedures.
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Two lasers of different wavelengths, blue (lB5488 nm)
and green (lG5514.5 nm), and two detectors with filter
were used in what were essentially two separate but sim
taneous scattering experiments on the same scattering
ume. The incident and scattered beams were arranged
that the scattering anglesuB and uG were different but the
scattering vectors were identical, i.e.,qB5qG5q, where
uqu54np sin(u/2)/l and n is the refractive index of cis-
decalin. The outputs of the two detectors were cross co
lated to give the intensity correlation function~ICF!

g(2)~q,t!5
^I B~q,0!I G~q,t!&

^I B~q!&^I G~q!&
, ~1!

whereI B and I G are the scattered blue and green intensit
respectively, and the angled brackets denote ensemble
ages.

In this arrangement, it can be shown@32# that only the
singly scattered light of each color probes exactly the sa
Fourier component of the density fluctuations and thus
correlated. All other, multiply scattered, light does not pro
the same component for both colors and is completely
correlated and thus does not contribute to the time dep
dence ofg(2)(q,t). This can be expressed@32# in terms of
the normalized single scattering dynamic structure fac
f (q,t),

g(2)~q,t!511b2bMS
2 @ f ~q,t!#2, ~2!

where the factorb2 depends on the ratio of detector area a
coherence area for single scattering and also on the ove
of the scattering volumes probed by each color. This facto
instrument related and dependent on scattering angle bu
on the sample used. The other factorbMS

2 reflects the fraction
of singly scattered intensities,^I B

S& and ^I G
S&, relative to the

total ~singly and multiply! scattered intensities:

bMS
2 5

^I B
S&^I G

S&

^I B&^I G&
. ~3!

The concentration of polymer in our samples is low. T
highest ratio of intensity scattered from polymer to that fro
colloid was measured to be 431023. This highest ratio only
applied for one sample (H in Fig. 1! at the lowest scattering
angle. Therefore we assume that the scattered intensi
from colloids only. Under these conditions, our measu
ments probe the structure and dynamics of the partic
alone.

The static structure factor was measured with the pro
dure described in Ref.@33#. First, the total average intens
ties, ^I B& and ^I G&, and the intercept,b2bMS

2 5g(2)(q,0)
21, of a concentrated sample of interest were measure
different scattering vectorsq. The sample was rotated con
tinuously during the measurement to ensure ensemble a
age. Since the rotation only changes the time dependenc
g(2)(q,t), the intercept and average intensity were not
fected. It was found that it was necessary to average m
surements at different height in the sample for nonergo
samples to reduce random noise from the finite numbe
3-2
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GLASSES IN HARD SPHERES WITH SHORT-RANGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 011503 ~2004!
speckles sampled. Then the same measurements were
on a dilute suspension of knownf to obtain the single-
particle form factor. The volume fraction of this dilut
sample wasfdil50.01, small enough that multiple scatterin
can be ignored, so that the measured intercept contains
the instrument related factor:b25gdil

(2)(q,0)21, which was
the same as that in the measurement of the concentr
sample.

The static structure factor is the ratio of singly scatte
intensity per particle from the concentrated sample to t
from the dilute sample:S(q)5(^I S&/f)/(^I dil&/fdil). This
was calculated by taking into account multiple scattering a
attenuation of light through the sample

S~q!5
fdil

f

ATB,dilTG,dil

ATBTG

A^I B&^I G&b2bMS
2

A^I B,dil&^I G,dil&b
2

, ~4!

where T is the transmission coefficient of the sample, a
subscriptsB,G are for blue and green light, respectively.

Dynamic light scattering~DLS! aims to measure the dy
namic structure factor,f (q,t). This can be extracted from
normalizing the ICF using Eq.~2!:

f ~q,t!5Ag(2)~q,t!21

g(2)~q,0!21
. ~5!

However, since most of our samples were either nonergo
or had very slow relaxation times, the time-averaged I

FIG. 1. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium behaviors of a colloi
polymer mixture ofj50.09. Open symbols are those that reach
thermal equilibrium~fluid, fluid-crystal coexistence, and fully crys
tallized!. Other samples did not crystallize: some showed charac
istics of hard-sphere glasses at the onset of sedimentation~filled
circles!, some showed those of attraction-driven glasses and
~filled squares!, and some showed both~pluses!. Dashed curves are
guides to the eye showing the observed boundary where crys
zation ceased. Light scattering data for marked samples lab
A-K are shown in the following figures. This diagram has be
shown in Ref.@25#.
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only measured fluctuations in a small subspace of the wh
configuration space. Explicit ensemble averaging was th
fore required, and was performed by two methods. For sh
times (1027 s,t,20 s), brute-force ensemble averagin
was done. Several hundred~typically between 500 and 865!
of time-averaged ICFs,gt

(2)(q,t), and associated scattere
intensities,I Bt and I Gt , were measured, each for a duratio
of 40-60 s. Between each measurement, the sample wa
tated by a small angle to a different position so that ea
time-averaged ICF sampled a different Fourier compone
The ensemble-averaged ICF was then constructed as

g(2)~q,t!5
^I BtI Gtgt

(2)~q,t!&

^I Bt&^I Gt&
. ~6!

For longer times (t.1 s!, echo DLS was used. Details wi
be given elsewhere@34#. It essentially involves ensemble av
eraging by rotating the sample continuously at a cons
speed and correlating the intensities at a small range of d
times around exact multiples,t'nT, of the rotation period
T, where the correlation function shows ‘‘echo’’ peaks. T
rotation decorrelates the ICF very quickly at smallt. How-
ever, after a whole number of revolutions, the sample com
back to the same orientation and the ICF recovers to a v
that is dependent only on the dynamics of the particles in
sample over that period of time. This gives rise to peaks
the ICF att5nT. The maxima of these peaks follow th
ensemble-averaged dynamics of the sample because th
tained ICF is an average over thousands of independ
speckles per revolution. We also correct for imperfections
the rotation using the area under each echo instead of
echo maximum@34#. The corrected ICF attn5nT was cal-
culated from the measured ICFgm

(2)(q,t) as

g(2)~q,tn!5
A~tn!

A~t0!
@gm

(2)~q,0!21#11, ~7!

where A(tn) is the area under the echo aroundtn5nT,
A(tn)5*@gm

(2)(q,t)21#dt. The DSF was then obtaine
from the corrected ICF in the usual way from Eq.~5!.

We used echo DLS to measure dynamics in the rangt
51 –104 s. Since the rotation used introduces slightly diffe
ent alignment in the DLS setup~hence differentb2), the
resulting intercepts are different from those obtained
brute-force ensemble averaging. Therefore we scaled the
tercept of the echo DLS results by an arbitrary factor~in the
range of 1–2! so that the resulting DSF from both metho
matched in the region of overlap.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phase diagram

The equilibrium phase diagrams of colloid-polymer mi
tures at different values ofj are well known@10#. The non-
equilibrium behavior of systems withj'0.1 at low volume
fractions (f,0.2) has been studied before@11,12#. Here we
concentrate on the higher volume fraction region (f>0.3).

Many samples were prepared in a range of compositi
of interest. After being homogenized by prolonged tumblin
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samples were left undisturbed for observation. Because
sizes of colloidal particles are similar to wavelengths of v
ible light, colloidal crystals can be seen with the naked e
as iridescent specks.

Our observations are shown in Fig. 1.~These observation
have been presented and briefly discussed before@25#.! In
agreement with equilibrium theory@9# for systems with
short-range attraction, we observed an expansion of
fluid-crystal coexistence region upon increasing polym
concentration~diamonds!. To the left of this region is a stabl
fluid phase~triangles! and to the right is the fully crystalline
phase ~inverted triangles!. These observations also agr
with previous experiments on similar systems@10#.

However, samples with very high colloid volume fra
tions and/or polymer concentrations~filled circles, squares
and crosses! failed to crystallize for weeks to months eve
though equilibrium statistical mechanics predicts eith
fluid-crystal coexistence or full crystallinity. Samples wi
high colloid volume fractions and low polymer concentr
tions~circles in Fig. 1! showed all the characteristics of har
sphere colloidal glass@2,3#. Weeks after homogenization an
left undisturbed, sedimentation showed its effect: very t
layers at the top of the samples developed heterogen
crystals due to the boundary effect of the meniscus and g
ity. Samples denoted by squares in Fig. 1, with high polym
concentration and moderate colloid volume fraction, show
signs of transient gels. They collapse under gravity a
some ‘‘latency time’’ as observed previously in similar sy
tems @11,12#. However, the amount of collapse decreas
and transient time increased dramatically in higher volu
fraction samples. For concentrated samples with colloid v
ume fraction above 0.55, it took more than 4 weeks to
tiny collapses of less than half a millimeter at the very top
the meniscuses in;2-cm high samples. These collaps
were distinguished from normal sedimentation by their ch
acteristic sharp and nonflat boundary between the collap
material and a clear supernatant. No crystallization was
served in these samples however long they were left un
turbed. Interestingly, for noncrystallizing samples with ve
high colloid volume fraction and polymer concentratio
~crosses!, characteristics of both hard-sphere glass and tr
sient gels were present. After 4–8 weeks, tiny collapses w
seen, and also a thin layer of crystal phase appeared
under the collapsing boundary.

Consider a sequence of samples of similar colloid volu
fraction and increasing attraction, for example, samplesA-H
in Fig. 1 with f;0.6. According to thermodynamic equilib
rium theory, all these samples should crystallize@9#. Sample
A without polymer was a glass. SampleB with a small
amount of polymer was also a glass as no homogene
crystallization was observed for 4 weeks and only hetero
neously nucleated crystals at the meniscus were obse
after 13 days. However, sampleC with ;1.4 mg cm23 of
polymer completely crystallized in 1 day. This means t
glass transition line has moved to higherf, a trend that has
been observed before@35#. Failure to crystallize was see
again for samples with polymer concentration abo
;2.5 mg cm21 ~samplesF, G, H). The behavior of all the
samples in this region taken together show that the line
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failure to crystallize had a reentrant shape.
In pure hard spheres, crystallization ceases at essent

the same volume fraction as wheref (q,`) first becomes
nonzero, i.e., at the glass transition@3,4#. If this coincidence
still holds for attractive hard-sphere systems, then we h
observed a reentrant glass transition in hard spheres
short-range attraction.

Previous studies of sticky hard spheres by MCT@17,21#
and computer simulation@18,19# suggest that the reentran
behavior is due to two different mechanisms of glassy arr
The heuristic picture is as follows. In the ‘‘repulsion
dominated’’ hard-sphere glass, particles are caged by t
neighbors at high enough volume fraction. Short-range
traction clusters the particles of the cage and opens up ho
ultimately melting the glass. However, increasing the attr
tion further leads to an ‘‘attraction-dominated’’ glass whe
particles stick to their neighbors with long-lived bonds.
this terminology, samplesA andB are repulsive glasses an
F-H are attractive glasses. SamplesI -K must lie in the re-
gion where these two types of glass merge as they s
characteristics of both types, with further evidence in t
dynamics shown in Sec. III C. The next sections, with resu
from light scattering, will give insights into the structure an
dynamics of these glasses, and the nature of the reen
transition between them.

B. Static structure factor

We measured the SSFs of the samples whose symbol
circled in Fig. 1. Note that samplesC-E were measured a
metastable fluids, i.e., before any crystal nucleation to
place. Consider first the results for a sequence of sam
(A-H) with f'0.6, Fig. 2. These samples span the reentr
glass transition line where the crystallization behav
showed dramatic changes. However, no reentrant beha
can be seen in the SSF. Instead, there are only gra
changes upon increasing the attractive interaction. Th
gradual changes have been predicted by theory@17#, and
observed before in other experimental systems@36#.

The most obvious and most easily quantifiable chan
are in the height and position of the main peak. Broa
speaking, and taking experimental uncertainties into acco
the peak reduces in height and shifts to higherq when the
attraction is increased@inset of Fig. 2~a!#. In detail, the peak
position q* remains constant~at q* R'3.8, samplesA-D)
until just before we enter the attractive glass region~sample
E), whereupon it increases by'5% to reach another con
stant value (q* R'4, samplesF-H). These samples hav
approximately constantf ~in fact it decreases slightly from
A to H, Fig. 1!. The increase inq* is the result of a signifi-
cant fraction of neighboring particles becoming trapped
each others’ narrow depletion potential well when the attr
tive glass forms. Quantitatively, a 5% increase inq* corre-
sponds to a 15% increase in the local packing fraction, fr
0.6 to 0.69; the latter is the random close packing volu
fraction for our system~measured by spinning down
sample of knownf). In other words, the nearest particles
the attractive glass are practically touching.
3-4
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The clustering of particles at constant volume necessa
implies that the average number of nearest neighbors sh
decrease, and that ‘‘holes’’ are opened up to render the st
ture more inhomogeneous on the spatial scale of a few
ticles. The former is reflected in the decrease inS(q* ). Sig-
nificantly, upon increasing the attraction from zero, t
decrease in the peak height starts at the point of the me
of the repulsive glass, and continues until we enter the
tractive glass region, whereupon the peak height rem
constant@inset Fig. 2~a!#.

The increased heterogeneity is reflected in a rise in
SSF at lowq, Fig. 2~b!. The smallestq we have studied was
qminR51.50, corresponding to a length scale of about 4 p
ticle’s radii. The value ofS(qmin) increases nearly exponen
tially with the polymer concentration between samplesA-E
@inset of Fig. 2~b!#, and thereafter remains constant. The
creased density fluctuations at this length scale corresp
to the opening up of holes due to particle clustering.

FIG. 2. Static structures factor of samplesA-H (f;0.6) as a
function of dimensionless wave vectorqR. The lines are guides to
the eye.~a! The peak positionq* shifts to higherq, while its height
reduces and width increases upon increasing attraction. The
shows the peak positions and heights of these static structure fa
as a function of polymer concentration.~b! The same SSFs plotte
with the logarithmic vertical axis showing the increase ofS(q) at
low q. The inset showsS(q) at the lowest wave vectorqR51.50.
Vertical dashed lines in both insets indicate the glass transit
observed in Fig. 1.
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Note that all three features considered,q* , S(q* ), and
S(qmin), remain virtually constant for all three attractiv
glass samples,F-H. Once particles drop into each other
narrow attractive potential wells, any furtherstructural
changes will be hard to resolve. We shall see, however,
the dynamicscontinue measurably to evolve from sampleF
to sampleH: in this regime of almost-touching nearest neig
bors, a very small change in the structure has very la
dynamic consequences.

All the qualitative features we observed in the evoluti
of the SSFs for samplesA-H are also seen in the SSFs fo
samplesI -K at the higher volume fraction off'0.64, Fig.
3. However, the effects are significantly less obvious, larg
because the range of polymer concentration is now m
smaller andf is higher. At lowq, the values ofS(qmin) are
lower than those of similar polymer concentration but low
f (C-E) @Fig. 2~b!#. This is because at higher volume fra
tion, a tight local clustering of some particles does not cre
so much room elsewhere—there is less space for develo
heterogeneities.

C. Dynamic structure factor

Our goal is to study how the polymer-induced depleti
attraction affects the particle dynamics. But the presence
the polymer influences the dynamics in another, essenti
trivial, manner—by increasing the effective viscosity of th
medium in which the particles diffuse from that of the pu
solvent,h053.23 mPa s, to that of a polymer solution,h rh0

at concentrationcp
free. To determineh r , we measured the

viscosity of pure polymer solutions with a miniatur
suspended-level viscometer, Fig. 4, and used a quadrat
to the data to obtainh r for our samples. The value ofcp

freein
each sample was estimated fromcp , f and j using an ap-
proximate expression based on scaled-particle theory@9#.

The rate of dynamical decay at wave vectorq depends on
the length scale being probed; in dilute systems it scale
q2. Thus, in order to compare the dynamics of differe
samples at different wave vectors, and to highlight the effe
of the attraction, we scaled the delay time variable of

set
ors

s

FIG. 3. Static structure factors of samplesI -K with f;0.64.
The inset shows the same data with a logarithmic vertical axis.
3-5
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DSFs by the relative viscosityh r and the dimensionles
wave vector (qR)2, so that DSF is presented as a function
the ‘scaled time’ (qR)2t/h r . Note that for the lowestq stud-
ied, the scaled time is very close to the real time, while at
highestq, it is increased by about an order of magnitude.

We found aging@37# in all noncrystallizing samples. Th
dynamics slowed down with the ‘‘waiting time’’—the tim
interval between the cessation of tumbling and the beginn
of measurements, Fig. 5. It is known that the hard-sph
glass ages@38#. We found that the rates of aging in differe
glasses were different and that its effects were complex.
pulsive glasses aged only in the first day or two, after wh
they did not evolve within the time window of the measur
ments. Attractive glasses, on the other hand, showed di
ent dynamics with age for up to 10 days. Aging is comp
cated enough to be the subject of a separate study and
not investigated systematically in this work. To eliminate
much as possible the aging effects on dynamical res
within practical limits of waiting time, we present DSFs
glassy samples with age between 1 and 4 days. The dyn
ics of crystallizing samples (C-E) were measured while the
were in the metastable state well before the appearanc
crystallization. Below we first show results of differe
samples at the sameq, then at differentq for the same
sample.

1. Constant scattering vectors, variable compositions

The DSFs of samplesA-H at qR51.50, Fig. 6, clearly
evolve nonmonotonically with increasing polymer conce
tration and show reentrant behavior. Briefly, samplesA andB
are nonergodic within our time window, while samplesC-E
are ergodic~their DSFs decay completely to zero!, and
samplesF-G become nonergodic again.

In detail, the DSF of sampleA, a pure hard-sphere glas
shows a plateau atf A(q,`)'0.7, corresponding to particle
getting ‘‘stuck’’ in their nearest-neighbor cages. This can
compared with previous work@4,39#. Note that in doing so, it

FIG. 4. The viscosity of polystyrene incis2decalin at 20 °C at
different polymer concentrations. A quadratic fit~solid line! was
used to interpolate to viscosities of samples with differentcp

free. The
scale for relative viscosityh r to that of purecis2decalin is on the
right.
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is important to compare samples with the same densityrela-
tive to random close packing: i.e., the same (f rcp
2f)/f rcp, sincef rcp differs according to the polydispersit
of the colloids@40#.

With a small amount of polymer added to the hard-sph
glass, sampleB shows the same qualitative dynamics. Qua
titatively, however, the height of the plateau is lowe
f (q,`)50.62. This indicates that particles inB are not as
restricted as inA, i.e., the cage is loosened by the attracti
interaction, but still remains closed in our time window.

The DSF of sampleC decayed completely in~a ‘‘scaled
time’’ of ! about 1000 s, as did those for the other crystall
ing samplesD andE. It is interesting to note that the DSFs o
these three samples slow down upon increasing poly
concentration but all reach zero at about the same sc
time. The DSF of sample C shows the remnant of a plat
at a scaled time of'10 s. The DSFs for samplesD and E

FIG. 5. Aging in samplesA, G, andH at qR52.93. The legend
indicates the waiting time between the end of tumbling and the s
of measurements. The DSFs slow down and the points of inflec
become clearer with increasing age of the samples.
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exhibit a very stretchedsingle decay, rather than a two
stepped process. This is unusual behavior for a fluid at
ume fractionf;0.6 ~at least at first sight!.

The intermediate,b, and long-time,a, decays in a dense
hard-sphere fluid are attributed to particles ‘‘rattling’’ in the
local neighbor cages, and escaping from these cages, re
tively @4#. Attraction hinders the rattling by trapping particle
in potential wells, but accelerates the cage opening by c
tering. At some polymer concentration~or attraction
strength!, the two time scales coincide. If at this point th
attraction alone is not enough to trap the system in a no
godic state, we will observe the melting of the repulsi
glass into an ergodic fluid dominated by attraction. This
the case for sampleC, where thea andb decays are barely
distinguishable in the DSF. At higher polymer concent
tions, the cage concept is no longer appropriate for desc
ing the particle dynamics—for it to be valid, a particle has
rattle many times in a cage before it opens. Note that thi
a distinctive feature of dense fluids withshort-rangeattrac-
tion. In a dense fluid withlong-rangeattraction, the effective
potential well experienced by any particle due to its neig
bors is essentially flat. This adds a~negative! constant to the
free energy, so the phase behavior@41# and dynamics of the
system are still controlled by repulsion~or, equivalently, en-
tropy!.

Note that the shape of the DSF of sample C atqR
51.50 is similar to that shown in curve 2, Fig. 11 of Re
@17#. This DSF was calculated atqR52.1 for a sample in the
reentrant portion of the state diagram in a system thatjust
shows a glass-glass transition and anA3 point. Recent calcu-
lations for colloid-polymer mixtures@21# suggests that ou
system, withj'0.09, should show exactly these features

The DSFs of samplesF-H are, once more, nonergodic i
our time window: they do not decay completely even af
104 s. Simple extrapolation indicates that it would take the

FIG. 6. Collective dynamic structure factors atqR51.50 of
samplesA-H spanning the reentrant region. The time axis is sca
to dimensionless length scale (qR)2 and relative polymer solution
viscosityh r . The inset shows the same plots on an expanded
tical axis.
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DSFs at least 106 s to reach zero. The DSFs of samplesG
andH show points of inflection; that for sampleH is clearer
and occurs atf 50.995—a very high value compared to th
plateaus in hard-sphere glasses. These high points of in
tion can be associated with dynamics originating from p
ticles rattling in very narrow attractive potential wells.

At other wave vectors, Figs. 7 and 8, the DSFs behav
a similar way, namely relatively low plateaus in the repulsi
glassesA and B, complete decay in the metastable flui
C-E, and extremely slow dynamics in the attractive glas
F-H, with very high points of inflection inG andH. Note,
however, that at the peak of the corresponding SSFs,
DSFs for samplesC-E are barely distinguishable~Fig. 7!.

The plateaus in the DSFs of the repulsive glasses ca
used as a measure off (q,`), the nonergodicity paramete

d

r-

FIG. 7. DSFs at the peak of the SSFs for samplesA-H. The
inset shows the same plots on an expanded vertical axis.

FIG. 8. DSFs of samplesA-H at qR54.30, to the right of all
S(q) peaks. The inset shows the same plots on an expanded ve
axis.
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An estimate of this quantity for the attractive glasses is m
problematic, partly due to significant aging in our time wi
dow. To proceed, we use the value off at the point of inflec-
tion as a surrogate; we call this the ‘‘measured’’f (q,`)
[ f (M )(q,`). The evolution of f (M )(q,`) with increasing
polymer concentration~samplesA-H) is shown in Fig. 9.
The nonergodicity parameter decreases slightly when m
ing from A to B, away from the hard-sphere glass. Wh
attraction melts the repulsive glass,f (M )(q,`)50 for
samplesC-E ~not shown!. SampleF did not crystallize and
showed non-ergodic dynamics up to 104 s but did not exhibit
any discernible point of inflection in its dynamics. Samp
G and H had extremely high nonergodicity parameters
nearly 1. A ‘‘jump’’ in f (q,`) when moving from repulsive
to attractive glass was predicted by MCT~Fig. 7 in Ref.
@17#!.

The evolution of the short-time dynamics of the who
sequence of samples is also interesting. Figure 10 show
short-time behavior of the DSFs forA-H at large length
scale,qR51.50, where experimental noise is lowest. No
the very small vertical interval, 1.000 to 0.997, spanned
this figure; thus only the first 0.3% of the decays of the DS
are being analyzed. The DSFs of repulsive glassesA andB
possessed relatively long linear parts, corresponding to
first term in t in the expression derived from the Smol
chowski ~many-particle diffusion! equation@42#: f (q,t)51
2@D0H(q)/h rS(q)#q2t1O(t2), where D0 is the free-
particle diffusion constant in pure solvent~with no polymer!,
D05kBT/6ph0R, and H(q) is the hydrodynamic factor
This linear regime of the DSFs indicates that at short tim
individual particles still diffuse freely without the influenc
from direct interaction with their neighbors. The change
limiting slope ast→0, or the short-time diffusion coefficien
Ds(q)5D0H(q)/S(q), can be almost entirely explained b
the change inS(q) ~Fig. 11!, including the strong decreas
on entering the attractive glass regime. What is more in
esting is that the dynamics depart from free diffusion p
gressively earlier upon increasing attraction~Fig. 10!. In fact,
for the attractive glassesF-H, the particles are confined s

FIG. 9. The measured nonergodicity parameters,f (M )(q,`), at
different wave vectors as a function of polymer concentration
samples~left to right! A, B, G, andH. The dashed lines indicate th
glass transitions observed in Fig. 1.
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tightly by the attractive potential wells that the DSFs displ
nonlinearity almost immediately~cf. also insets of Figs.
6–8!.

Moving to the~shorter! sequence of samples at the high
volume fraction off'0.64 and closer to the intersection o
the two glass transition lines, samplesI -K in Fig. 1, we see
the emergence of remarkably stretched out, extremely s
dynamics. Consider first the data atqR51.50, of Fig. 12. In
terms of short-time dynamics~inset of Fig. 12!, samplesI
and J are comparable to samplesC and D, while sampleK
shows a behavior intermediate between those of sampleE
andF. At intermediate times, the decay is linear with resp
to the logarithm of the scaled time. Thereafter there is
incipient

n

FIG. 10. The short-time dynamics of samplesA-H at qR
51.50. The straight lines are fits to the linear part of the DSFs
t→0. The dynamics departs from an initial diffusive regime pr
gressively earlier upon increasing attraction. The short-time di
sion coefficient in the limitt→0 is also reduced significantly.

FIG. 11. The normalized short-time diffusion coefficientD0 /Ds

~circles, left scale!, static structure factorS(q), and hydrodynamic
factor H(q) ~right scale! at qR51.50. Ds andS(q) were extracted
from Figs. 10 and 2, respectively. The decrease inDs is nearly in
line with the increase inS(q) so thatH(q) only increased slightly.
3-8
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plateau atf ;0.7 in sampleI, reminiscent of the plateau in
repulsive glassesA andB, before a further decay, but neve
beyond;0.62 in our time window. There is no incipien
plateau for the other two samples. Note that the DSF
sample I shows aspects of the behavior of repulsio
dominated glasses~long time! and a fluid dominated by
short-range attraction~short time!. The two regimes are
‘‘bridged’’ by a stretched log-time decay.

At the peak of the SSF, Fig. 13, sampleI behaves in a
similar way at short to intermediate times, while there is
incipient plateau at long times. SamplesJ andK develop an

FIG. 12. The DSFs atqR51.50 for samplesI -K with f
;0.64. Extremely stretched relaxation is found in all three samp
with logarithmic decay over long ranges oft ~straight lines!. The
inset shows the short-time dynamics, which deviate from the di
sive regime from very early times.

FIG. 13. DSFs at the peak of the SSF for samplesI -K. All
samples decay much slower than at lowq. SampleI shows a loga-
rithmic decay for about 3 decades in scaled time. SamplesJ andK
develop very high plateaus~inset!.
01150
f
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o
incipient plateau as high as;0.993~inset of Fig. 13! before
turning over to decay more rapidly in logarithmic time.

The fact that these samples show extremely stretched
dynamics, logarithmic in time, suggests that they are v
close to theA3 critical point predicted by MCT, where the
repulsive and attractive glasses become indistinguish
@15,17,22#. In particular, the shape of the DSF of sample I
qR51.5 is comparable to curve 3 in Fig. 11 of@17#, calcu-
lated atqR52.1 for a sample on the repulsive glass tran
tion line very close to where it intersects the attractive gl
transition line for a system that just shows anA3 singularity.
This is not inconsistent with the position of sampleI on the
state diagram, Fig. 1, of our system atj'0.09 @21#.

Heuristically, we may begin to make sense of log-tim
decays as follows. At high enough volume fraction, the a
erage distance between neighboring particles will decreas
a value such that they are always well within the attract
range of each other.1 If the attraction is strong enough, th
restriction of particle movement due to the neighbor ca
and the restriction caused by bonding between particles
place simultaneously at all times. This competition betwe

1In our system the estimated distance between particles
samplesI -K (f50.64) from random close pack (f rcp50.69) is
(f rcp/f)1/351.03;11j/3, where the attractive potential is half o
the maximum depth.

s

-

FIG. 14. The DSFs of samplesA andB at differentq vectors,q*
denotes the peak position of the static structure factorS(q). The
general shape of the DSFs are very similar. Horizontal lines den
the height of the plateau~nonergodicity parameters! that are plotted
in Figs. 9 and 18.
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two opposite mechanisms may lead to a broad distributio
decay times and therefore a very stretched out DSF.2

2. Constant compositions, variable scattering vectors

In this section, we show for completeness the dynamic
each sample at different scattering vectors in Figs. 14–
The change of DSFs withq in repulsive glassesA andB are
in agreement with previous work@4,39#. Other samples show
the general trend that the dynamics become slower at s
tering vectors with higherS(q). The only exception con-

2Formally, at21 distribution of decay times gives a decay line
in logt. Limitations in our data mean, however, that we cannot
them to back out the actual decay-time distribution in our samp

FIG. 15. The DSFs of samplesC-E at differentq. The rate of
decay varies in the opposite direction toS(q) ~cf. Fig. 2!. However,
all samples decay to zero at approximately the same scaled
Except for sampleC at the lowestq, all other DSFs do not show
two distinct relaxation processes as other dense fluids.
01150
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cerns the intermediate-time dynamics of the attract
glassesF-H ~insets, of Fig. 16!. The significance of the
rather complicatedq dependence of the intermediate-tim
dynamics of these samples is not clear. Nor do we know
any detailed calculations to date that can throw light on t
issue.

The systematicq-dependent data shown in Figs. 14–1
allow us to investigate theq-dependence of the measure
non-ergodicity parameterf (M )(q,`) in detail. The measured
nonergodicity parameters of glassy samplesA, B, G, andH
are shown as a function of scattering vectorq in Fig. 18. The
data for repulsive glasses A andB vary essentially with the
static structure factor, as observed in hard-sphere gla
@39#. Attractive glassesG and H on the other hand showe
extremely high measured nonergodicity parameters
hardly vary withq. This agrees with predictions by MCT~cf
Fig. 8 in @17#!.

e
s.

e.

FIG. 16. The DSFs of samplesF-H at differentq. The vertical
axes span different ranges. SampleF did not show a point of in-
flection, butG andH have very high points of inflection~horizontal
lines!, the values of which are used in Figs. 9 and 18.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied a dense system of hard-sphere coll
with a short-range interparticle attraction induced by
depletion effect of added nonadsorbing polymer. The
served crystallization behavior as well as particle dynam
studied by DLS reveal a reentrant glass transition. With li
attraction, the system at high enough volume fraction
‘‘stuck’’ in a repulsive glassy state where the arrest is due
caging by neighboring particles. Our data support the s
gestion@14# that attraction causes particles to cluster, th
opening up holes in the cages and melting the glass. At

FIG. 17. The DSFs of samplesI, J, and K at differentq. The
insets show the same quantities with expanded vertical axes.
relaxations show similar behavior at all wave vectors except at
peak ofS(q). SampleI decays to a logarithmic section and the
appears to turn up to a plateau. SampleJ shows a very long section
of logarithmic decay. SampleK is similar toJ with a shorter stretch
of logarithmic decay. In the early decay at the peak ofS(q), the
DSF of sampleI has a long stretch of logarithmic decay, where
samplesJ andK develop very high plateaus.
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same time, the attraction slows down the particle dynam
We found that the repulsive glass melts when the charac
istic time of the attraction-dominated particle dynamics b
comes comparable to that of cage opening. The resul
ergodic fluid shows a distinctive dynamical feature: desp
the fluid’s high density, its DSF does not show distincta and
b relaxation processes. Increasing the attraction further le
to different kind of arrest where the strong attraction betwe
particles create long-lived bonds and prevent structural r
rangement, giving rise to an attraction-dominated glass.
tailed light scattering has been used to probe the effec
attraction on both structure and dynamics.

Qualitatively, this scenario agrees well with predictio
from MCT calculations~with those reported in Ref.@21# be-
ing closest to the present experimental system!. In particular,
we observed very slow, log-time dynamics in the DSFs in
region where the two glass transition lines are expected
meet. Quantitatively, however, our results stand as a c
lenge to MCT~or any other theory!: the detailed calculations
needed for direct quantitative comparison have not, to
knowledge, been performed.

A detailed comparison between experiment and the
faces a number of nontrivial problems. First and foremo
since calculated and measured glass transition thresholds
fer, choices exist as to what constitute ‘‘corresponding st
points’’ for the purpose of making the comparison. In t
case of pure hard spheres, wherefg

MCT'0.52 andfg
expt

'0.58, it is accepted practice to compare measurements
calculations at the same relative volume fractionf
2fg)/fg @4#. The situation is more complex in a colloid
polymer mixture, since a state point is now specified by
densities of both components. The predicted glass trans
lines show quantitative disagreement with experiments o
the whole composition plane~cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. @18#!. To
compare calculated and measured SSFs and DSFs, a pro

he
e

FIG. 18. The measured nonergodicity parameters of sampleA,
B, G, andH as a function of scattering vectorq ~points!, and the
static structure factor of sampleB ~line! for comparison. The non-
ergodicity parameters of repulsive glassesA andB follow the static
structure factor, whereas those of the attractive glass are extre
high and hardly fluctuate withq ~upper panel with expanded vert
cal axis!.
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for identifying corresponding state points is needed.
Second, the attractive interaction between two particle

always specified directly as a potential energy in calcu
tions. The corresponding experimental variable is the po
mer concentration in the free volume,cp

free. This is currently
guessed using an uncontrolled and untested approxima
based on scaled-particle theory@9#, and is likely to lead to
large systematic errors in systems with high colloid volu
fractions. Third, the marked and complex aging behavior
the attractive glasses complicates the definition of a no
godic state for the purposes of comparing with MCT. Desp
these potential difficulties, however, our data suggest th
may be worthwhile performing a series of calculations
fixed f and increasing attraction crossing the reentrant
in between the repulsive and attractive glass transition li
for a system of hard spheres interacting with something
an Asakura-Oosawa potential@21#.

Finally, it is clear that attractive and repulsive glass
show qualitatively different aging behavior. Classical MC
does not predict aging, but it is a generic feature of exp
mental glasses of all kinds@37#. A number of theoretica
approaches are emerging, and simulation is a valuable to
is possible that the activated processes seen in simula
et
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@23# are responsible for the final decays of the dynamics
our attractive glasses and their aging behavior, ultimat
avoiding the MCT ‘‘divergence.’’3 It is probable that further
study of this phenomenon in our model colloid-polymer m
ture should throw significant light on this intriguing~and
generic! phenomenon.
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